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Local government managers may be facing a bigger crisis than even they realize, and its 
dimensions are twofold. Bob O’Neill, executive director of the International City/ 
County Management Association (ICMA) aptly summed up one aspect of the problem: 
“With the coming wave of retirements, the city management profession is about to 
undergo its largest transition in 30 years. We are facing a tsunami. Today the average 
age of a city manager in the U.S. is over 50. Thirty years ago, fewer than 10 percent were 
in this age group.” The second (and perhaps under appreciated) issue is the difficulty in 
attracting enough qualified replacements for those about to leave the profession. 
 
Who will replace retiring managers?  
 
Are college students interested in local government careers? Why or why not? What can 
be done to attract bright people into the profession?  
 
In an attempt to answer these questions, a survey of undergraduate politics  
students was conducted at the University of Virginia in fall 2007. A total of 123 students 
participated in this survey. Since nearly two-thirds of respondents were born and/or 
raised in Virginia, many may be predisposed to staying in state after graduating. Nearly 
half of respondents indicated they will seek employment after graduation rather than 
continue their educations immediately. This group, therefore, represents a potential 
employee pool for Virginia state and local government. 
 
Which careers might young people consider? 
 
Almost half of those surveyed place working for 
the Federal Government in the First Choice 
category (see Table 1). Legal and Professional & 
Business are the next most highly regarded 
occupations. Of the careers shown here (out of 19 
listed on the survey), Local Government trails 
with the lowest number of responses, 14 percent. 
Local  
Government does a little better when the First and 
Second Choice ratings are combined. But even this 
is hardly encouraging. 
 
However, when only state and local government 
are considered in comparison with the private 
sector, the responses give cause for hope. When asked if respondents would consider 
working for state or local government knowing that salaries might be less than those in 
the private sector, nearly two-thirds reported affirmatively. 
 



 
 
Why work in government? 
 
When asked why they would 
consider working in state or local 
government, the students’ 
overwhelming feedback points to 
the importance of “making a 
difference.” Nearly half of those 
expressing an interest in 
government careers reported that 
they are motivated to help others 
(see Table 2). One person 
explained: “I want to feel like my 
job is helping other people.” 
Another said: “I would do this 
because non-profit organizations 
work from a set of principles and 
mores instead of the pursuit of money.” And from a third: “… If I’m being paid less in a 
job that … I feel is important, I don’t care how much money I make as long as I can 
support my family ...” Generally this group of respondents indicated a lack of interest in 
high “CEO-like” salaries.  
 
Why not? 
 
Conversely, those interested in non-government careers were concerned with salary 
levels and questioned the efficacy of non-profits, as evident in the following statements: 
“I could see myself going in the non-profit direction after I’ve saved some money from 
working a more profitable job for a few years.” • “I don’t think that non-profit 
organizations are very efficient and for the most part find their causes to be unexciting.” 
• “I would consider working for a non-profit only if it was run efficiently like a 
business.” One respondent viewed government work as “… maybe great training for a 
future position or job.” This is an unfortunate but interesting notion that government 
employment is not an end goal, but might be considered as an interim position. 
 
What does the survey tell us? 
 
The desire to make a difference and give back to the community, as expressed by many 
respondents, seems consistent with a growing tendency among large segments of this 
age group. As columnist David Brooks confirmed recently: “The respect for institutions 
prevalent during the early ‘60s is prevalent with the young again … The earnest 
industriousness that was common then is back today. The awareness that we are … 
parts of networks … and communities … is back …” (New York Times, 1/29/08).  
 
Echoing another trend is the respondents’ concern with benefits and job security. A 1999 
study by the National Association of Colleges and Employers (NACE) compares job 
motivators of the 1960s and early 1970s with those of Generations X and Y.* The study 
shows the greatest difference is that the two earlier generations saw “respect for me as a 
person” as a key factor in pursuing jobs, while Gens X and Y considered “steady 
employment” as the critical job motivator (not surprising in view of the country’s 
changing economy and employment patterns). 
 



The NACE study suggests that in boom times when good salaries and benefit packages 
are assumed, people are more concerned with such work issues as “freedom and 
flexibility.” When the economy tightens and the workforce is streamlined, people focus 
more on the basics—“good pay” and “steady employment.”  
 
What can be done? 
 
O’Neill says that there are several questions we have to ask: “How are we representing 
ourselves to attract young people into the profession? How can we dispel their negative 
image of local government as boring, hierarchical, slow? The vast majority of managers 
in the past 25 years have MPAs. What skill sets will the new generation bring? Do they 
share the old values, like ethics and efficiency? Or do they come with new ones?” 
 
Communication and outreach are key 
 
The message to students and new graduates should appeal to their impulse to do good 
works while promoting job security and livable salaries. Local government must create 
new outlets of communication and outreach and take advantage of those that already 
exist. Promoting careers in local government management to students should be done 
on their own turf—at universities and colleges; and in middle and high schools. Some 
marketing suggestions are 
• Send local government representatives and exhibits to career fairs.  
• Organize a speakers’ bureau.  
• Place articles and interviews with local managers in college newspapers.  
• Establish relationships with academic department heads, professors, program  
 directors, and career-center staff. 
• Create internships, which are “key,” according to Bob O’Neill. “If we can get 

someone as an intern in a manager’s office, that person usually stays.” 
• Develop a local government component for public administration programs, like  

the current VLGMA/Virginia Tech initiative to create a Local Government 
Management Certification within Tech’s MPA program. 
 

Many Virginia localities, along with their professional associations—VLGMA, VACo, 
and VML—are already doing some of the above. However, facing the imminent 
“tsunami” effectively will involve a coordinated effort by all professional and elected 
local government officials. Given the state of the economy and the attitude of many 
young people, there exists an opportunity to make a meaningful impact on students’ 
career choices. It is important to follow the lead of private industry and take recruiting 
as a serious business. 
 
As an aid for managers in preparing for their replacements, the ICMA has published a 
65-page resource book—Preparing the Next Generation: A Guide for Current and Future 
Local Government Managers—which can be downloaded from the e-Library at 
icma.org. 
 
 
The author is a graduate student at the University of Virginia in the Department of 
Politics. Contact her at mss3n@virginia.edu or contact the Virginia Institute of 
Government at (804) 371-0202 or bee2u@virginia.edu. 
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Tabulated Responses 
 

Response Response

Percent Count

Politics 89.80% 79

Pre-law 18.20% 16

Pre-med 4.50% 4

49

88

1. What is your current field of study?

Other (please specify)

answered question  
 

Response Response

Percent Count

Attend graduate school? 25.70% 28

Degree goal? MA/MS 7.30% 8

Degree goal? PhD 2.80% 3

Or Law School 29.40% 32

Or Medical School 3.70% 4

Start a job 41.30% 45

Take time off 8.30% 9

20

109

2. What are your plans once you graduate? (Please check one.)

Other (please specify)

answered question  
 

Response Response

Percent Count

1.Large amount of freedom on the job 99.20% 122

2.Strong benefits package 99.20% 122

3.Opportunity to do interesting work 99.20% 122

4.Good Pay 99.20% 122

5.Steady employment 99.20% 122

6.Chance for promotion 99.20% 122

7.Feeling my job is important 100.00% 123

8.Travel potential 100.00% 123

9.Respect for me as a person 99.20% 122

10.Opportunity for self-development & 

improvement 99.20% 122

11.Other 3.30% 4

123

3. When you seek employment, what are the most important characteristics that you 

look for in a future job? Please rank by priority from one to ten. (Indicate: 1 meaning 

most important, 2 as next most important, etc.) Only one item per number.

answered question  
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Response Response

Percent Count

Construction 6.40% 7

Education 45.50% 50

Health Services Physician 12.70% 14

Financial Activities 26.40% 29

Elected Office 23.60% 26

Federal Govt. 60.90% 67

State Govt. 22.70% 25

Local Govt. 16.40% 18

Information (publishing, communications, 30.00% 33

Leisure & Hospitality 10.90% 12

Manufacturing 4.50% 5

Natrl.Resources & Mining 4.50% 5

Legal 65.50% 72

Other Services (religious, personal care, 

etc) 10.00% 11

Professional & Business Services 19.10% 21

Transportation 5.50% 6

Utilities 1.80% 2

Wholesale & Retail Trade 7.30% 8

110

14

5. Please fill in specific jobs of interest to you for any of the areas listed below that you 

consider important. If you know what your expected salary would be, please also list it 

beside the job identified. (For example, if you were to think a job in th

answered question

skipped question  

Response

Count

Construction 4.4% (4) 1.1% (1) 4.4% (4) 7.8% (7) 82.2% (74) 90

Education 15.1% (16) 24.5% (26) 24.5% (26) 17.9% (19) 17.9% (19) 106

Health Services 6.5% (6) 6.5% (6) 10.9% (10) 25.0% (23) 51.1% (47) 92

Physician 9.8% (9) 4.3% (4) 10.9% (10) 10.9% (10) 64.1% (59) 92

Financial Activities 15.8% (15) 12.6% (12) 17.9% (17) 24.2% (23) 29.5% (28) 95

Elected Office 11.2% (11) 21.4% (21) 20.4% (20) 22.4% (22) 24.5% (24) 98

Federal Govt. 43.6% (51) 25.6% (30) 14.5% (17) 6.8% (8) 9.4% (11) 117

State Govt. 18.4% (19) 35.9% (37) 22.3% (23) 7.8% (8) 15.5% (16) 103

Local Govt. 14.4% (14) 21.6% (21) 27.8% (27) 15.5% (15) 20.6% (20) 97

Information (publishing, communications, etc) 20.8% (22) 30.2% (32) 20.8% (22) 13.2% (14) 15.1% (16) 106

Leisure & Hospitality 3.2% (3) 18.1% (17) 16.0% (15) 25.5% (24) 37.2% (35) 94

Manufacturing 3.3% (3) 3.3% (3) 7.8% (7) 18.9% (17) 66.7% (60) 90

Natrl. Resources & Mining 4.4% (4) 4.4% (4) 3.3% (3) 16.7% (15) 71.1% (64) 90

Legal 34.5% (39) 25.7% (29) 14.2% (16) 11.5% (13) 14.2% (16) 113

Other Services (religious, personal, etc) 8.2% (8) 15.3% (15) 18.4% (18) 22.4% (22) 35.7% (35) 98

Professional & Busi. Services 20.6% (22) 25.2% (27) 15.9% (17) 15.0% (16) 23.4% (25) 107

Transportation 5.6% (5) 2.2% (2) 10.0% (9) 16.7% (15) 65.6% (59) 90

Utilities 3.3% (3) 2.2% (2) 6.6% (6) 8.8% (8) 79.1% (72) 91

Wholesale & Retail Trade 3.3% (3) 10.9% (10) 8.7% (8) 17.4% (16) 59.8% (55) 92

123

1

4 5

answered question

skipped question

1 2 3

4. Please evaluate the job areas below as future career options you might consider pursuing. (Please indicate 1 = most important, 2 = second most important, etc.)
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Response

Count

119

answered question 119

skipped question 5

6. What job ultimately do you wish to obtain - as your career objective?

 
 

Response Response

Percent Count

After graduation 13.10% 13

Spring semester of senior year 11.10% 11

Fall semester of senior year 46.50% 46

Summer prior to senior year 29.30% 29

9

99

25

7. If you plan on obtaining a job after graduation, when did you begin or when do you 

anticipate beginning your job search? (Please select only one.)

Other (please specify)

answered question

skipped question  
 

Response Response

Percent Count

Very Likely 2.50% 3

Likely 22.10% 27

Not Likely 52.50% 64

Very Unlikely 9.00% 11

Don't Know 13.90% 17

122

2

8. If you were working in a job that met your salary requirements, but it did not 

generate a feeling that you are valued as an individual, how likely is it that you would 

continue?

answered question

skipped question  
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Response Response

Percent Count

Very Likely 9.80% 12

Likely 31.70% 39

Not Likely 27.60% 34

Very Unlikely 9.80% 12

Don't Know 21.10% 26

123

1

answered question

skipped question

9. If you were offered one job that met your salary requirements yet had a weak 

retirement plan (i.e.401K) versus another job that had a slightly lower salary, but a 

strong retirement plan, how likely is it that you would accept the first job over the sec

 
 

Response Response

Percent Count

Very Likely 10.60% 13

Likely 38.20% 47

Not Likely 30.90% 38

Very Unlikely 7.30% 9

Don't Know 13.00% 16

123

1

10. If you were offered one job that met your salary requirements yet had very low job 

security versus another job that paid less, but offered long term job security, how likely 

is it that you would accept the first job over the second?

answered question

skipped question  
 

Response Response

Percent Count

Very Likely 9.80% 12

Likely 22.00% 27

Not Likely 35.80% 44

Very Unlikely 23.60% 29

Don't Know 8.90% 11

123

1

answered question

skipped question

11. If you were offered one job that met your salary requirements yet had little 

opportunity for personal growth and development versus another job that paid less, but 

offered a real opportunity for personal growth and development, how likely is it that y
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Response Response

Percent Count

Very important 35.20% 43

Important 57.40% 70

Not important 4.90% 6

Very unimportant 0.80% 1

Don't Know 1.60% 2

122

2

answered question

skipped question

12. How important is the opportunity for advancement in future employment?

 
 

Response Response

Percent Count

Very Likely 22.50% 27

Likely 35.00% 42

Not Likely 12.50% 15

Very Unlikely 4.20% 5

Don't Know 25.80% 31

120

4

answered question

skipped question

13. If you were offered one job that met your salary requirements yet had little chance 

to work WITHOUT direct or close supervision versus another job that paid less, but 

offered work WITH direct or close supervision, how likely is it that you would accep

 
 

Response Response

Percent Count

Very willing 39.80% 49

Moderately willing 43.90% 54

Moderately unwilling 12.20% 15

Very unwilling 2.40% 3

Don't Know 1.60% 2

123

1

14. Would you consider working for a non-profit organization in the future - knowing 

that the salary might be less than a for-profit corporation?

answered question

skipped question  
 

Response

Count

104

answered question 104

skipped question 20

15. Why or why not? Please explain.
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Response Response

Percent Count

Very Willing 28.50% 35

Would consider it 42.30% 52

Marginally interested 17.10% 21

Not interested at all 8.10% 10

Don't Know 4.10% 5

123

1

16. Would you consider working for a state or local government in the future - knowing 

that the salary might be less than a for-profit corporation?

answered question

skipped question  
 

Response

Count

89

answered question 89

skipped question 35

17. Why or why not? Please explain.
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Sample Responses to Open-Ended Questions 
 
Question 14:  Would you consider working for a non-profit organization in the future, 
knowing that the salary might be less than a for-profit corporation? 
 
Question 15:  Why or why not?  Please explain. 
 
 
Responses to Q. 15: 
 
•”I can’t think of any time more perfect for committing oneself to non-profit work than 
straight out of college.  At this point early in my career, I am generally unconcerned with 
salary.” 
 
• “I want to have a job where I can somehow improve the world, not only my bank 
account.” 
 
• “If I truly believed in the cause and the work was fulfilling, then I would work for the 
non-profit.” 
 
• “Depends on my current financial situation.  If I know I can take care of myself, and if 
the nonprofit is something I feel strongly about, I’d take the nonprofit job…” 
 
•”To me, money is only a means to happiness.  If I’m being paid less in a job that 
already makes me happy or that I feel is important, I don’t care how much money I 
make as long as I can support my family at a reasonable standard…” 
 
•”I feel like it’s necessary in society.” 
 
•”The value of the work would be more fulfilling than a large salary.  Plus I would 
know that my work is benefiting those less fortunate and/or helping make the world a 
better place.” 
 
•”Because non-profit organizations are a key resource for the world, and it would [be] a 
rewarding task.” 
 
•”There is a lot of good work to be done in this world, and I think I could be an asset.” 
 
•”I want to make a difference in the world.  I think non-profits do a good job helping 
others.” 
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Question 16:  Would you consider working for a non-profit organization in the future, 
knowing that the salary might be less than a for-profit corporation? 
 
Questions 17:  Why or why not?  Please explain. 
 
 
Responses to Q. 17: 
 
•”I think the work would be more interesting.” 
 
•”Money isn’t everything, has good job security and good benefits.” 
 
•”High salary is not my main objective (although it would be nice).  I’d rather work for 
a cause that was important to me, interesting, and hopefully doing some good.” 
 
•”Job security is large plus it has place for growth and advancement, and again doing a 
public good has more value than a dollar bill.” 
 
•”I don’t think I’m very interested in working for a state or local government, but if the 
job sounded interesting and worthwhile, perhaps I would consider it.” 
 
•“I would feel like I’m doing a public service.” 
 
•”The benefits packages offered with government employment are usually enough to 
outweigh any salary disparities.” 
 
•…”It just makes sense with what I want to do in life which is make some sort of 
impact.  In large corporation and the federal bureaucracy this is a less likely occurrence.  
Also state and local government offer more opportunities for feedback from the people 
being governed and just seem to have their impacts felt more readily.” 
 
•”Government jobs provide a way to develop connections and it is the responsibility of 
us as citizens to participate and aid government.” 


